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Therapeutic strategies that improve survival outcomes for advanced-stage breast cancers have 

proven a major clinical challenge. This is in part due to the lack of understanding of the 

underlying biology of disease progression. Cancer stem cells (CSCs), which reside in 

different mesenchymal states, drive tumour initiation, metastatic spread and chemoresistance, 

hence identifying strategies to eradicate these cells should lead to effective therapies. The 

aggressive triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) subtype is enriched in CSC subpopulations, 

as non-CSC cells readily covert into CSCs through activation of non-genetic molecular 

mechanisms, including EMT. Through transcriptomic analysis of non-CSC and CSC 

enriched cell subpopulations, we have defined the signalling network that governs the 

maintenance and de novo formation of TNBC CSCs, and determined that the androgen 

receptor (AR) signalling is a major driver. In response to chemotherapy, AR activation 

switches cells into a mesenchymal/cancer stem cell-like state, while AR antagonism suppress 

cell state-switching and cancer stem cell function. In vivo, the dual AR antagonist, 

seviteronel (VT-464/INO-464) enhances chemotherapy efficacy, inhibiting tumour growth 

and metastasis development, while preventing acquisition of chemoresistance. Interestingly, 

we found that cytoplasmic AR is highly expressed in metastases and xenografted tumours 

with a CSC profile. Analysis of 3 independent TNBC patient cohorts identified that 

cytoplasmic AR, which is not currently scored in the clinic, prognosticates poor survival in 

treatment-naïve patients and predicts poor response to chemotherapy. In line with our 

findings, retrospective analysis of a Phase II clinical trial data, showed that seviteronel 

treatment, alone or followed by chemotherapy, improves survival for cytoplasmic-AR+ 

TNBC patients. Together, our work has shed light on the mechanisms that drive cancer stem 

cell biology, identifying a novel biomarker and therapeutic strategy with the potential to 
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change clinical practice and improve TNBC patient’s outcome. A clinical trial derived from 

this work has begun in Australia (NCT04947189). 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 We show that in response to chemotherapy, androgen receptor activation pushes cells into 
a cancer stem cell state, while androgen receptor antagonism suppresses chemotherapy-
induced cell state switching and cancer stem cell function. Using xenograft and PDX TNBC 
models, we have validated that the novel AR antagonist, seviteronel (VT-464/INO-464), 
blocks primary and metastatic tumour growth and strongly enhances chemotherapy 
effectiveness. Interestingly, xenograft tumours matching a CSC profile show high 
cytoplasmic AR, which is not currently scored in the clinic. Analysis of 2 independent 
treatment-naive TNBC patient cohorts identified that cytoplasmic, but not nuclear, AR 
expression prognosticates poor survival. Furthermore, staining an independent cohort, 
containing biopsies collected prior, during and post chemotherapy treatment, we defined that 
high cytoplasmic-AR expression at baseline predicts lack of therapeutic response. 
Retrospective analysis of data derived from a Phase II clinical trial showed improved survival 
outcomes for cytoplasmic AR+ TNBC patients treated with seviteronel followed by 
chemotherapy. These data demonstrate that blocking AR sensitises cytoplasmic AR+ 
tumours to standard-of-care chemotherapy, evidencing a new targeted therapeutic strategy 
for triple-negative breast cancer that could prove transformative in the clinic. 
 

Therapeutic strategies that improve survival outcomes for advanced-stage breast cancers 

have proven a major clinical challenge. Here, we define the signalling network that governs 

the maintenance and de novo formation of triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) stem cells, 

and determine that the androgen receptor (AR) signalling is a major driver. In response to 

chemotherapy, AR activation switches cells into a cancer stem cell state, while AR 

antagonism suppress cell-state switching and cancer stem cell function. In vivo, we validate 

that the AR antagonist, seviteronel (VT-464/INO-464) significantly improves chemotherapy-

mediated inhibition of primary and metastatic tumour growth. Analysing 3 independent 

TNBC patient cohorts we identify that cytoplasmic-AR expression prognosticates poor 

survival in treatment-naïve patients and predicts poor response to chemotherapy. 

Additionally, seviteronel treatment followed by chemotherapy shows in phase-II clinical trial 

data improved survival for cytoplasmic-AR+ TNBC patients. Hence, AR inhibition and -

chemotherapy combination represents a promising therapeutic strategy for TNBC. 


